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Funny Peculiar Apr 26 2022 With free audio sampler In 2001 Will Young shot to fame
as the first winner of Pop Idol. It was clear from the start that he would never be
a typical pop star - and more than ten years later he has become one of our bestloved and most intriguing artists. From his dramatic experiences on Pop Idol; to
coming out in the glare of the media spotlight; to his valiant struggles against
depression; to the crazy reality of being famous, Will is open about both the highs
and lows of his life. He also provides sound and practical advice on dealing with
the DVLA helpline - something that has been woefully neglected by all other
celebrity memoirs. If you have ever wondered what it's like to attend a fashion
show (and find yourself accidentally waving at Anna Wintour); how it feels to sing
in front of thousands while fighting a catastrophic bout of low self-esteem; or be
subjected to the terror that is a This Morning 'makeover', then Funny Peculiar
reveals all. It also reveals what not to say if you ever meet David Beckham.
Moving, witty and scrupulously honest, Funny Peculiar is a refreshingly different
and fascinating autobiography by a true original.
Bath A Very Peculiar History Aug 07 2020 Bath, A Very Peculiar History explores
the history, architecture and cultural life of Bath, one of Britain’s most
beautiful cities. Covering everything from its origins as a Roman town, when the
famed spring baths were first constructed, through the Georgian period when it
gained many of its iconic buildings, to its status today as a hugely-popular
tourist attraction, this is an enthralling and fast-paced account of Bath in all
its myriad glories. Featuring black and white illustrations, witty anecdotes,
incredible information, a timeline and glossary, readers of all ages will be
entertained and educated.
The Peculiar Peggs of Riddling Woods Mar 02 2020 This is the story of a sleepy
town called Suds. A place where stories fill the air of children turning grey and
disappearing without a trace... Poppy and Erasmus are certain there's something
peculiar going on in Suds, and they're determined to unravel its secrets. But when
they discover the answers might lie in the dark and twisting woods, can they find
the courage to creep inside and solve this riddling mystery? 'A thrilling
read...flavoured with fairytales, drizzled with a syrup of fear and sprinkled with
heart.' M.G. Leonard
London, A Very Peculiar History Sep 07 2020 Charting the quirky past of one of the

most important cities in the world, 'London, A Very Peculiar History' will
challenge what you thought you knew about this great capital and blow your mind
with things you most certainly didn't. From Roman roads to the congestion charge,
this title takes a whistlestop tour of iconic London landmarks and eras, whilst
poking its head round the corner of the back alleys to see what's really been going
on behind the scenes. Alongside the Top Ten Tourist Attractions you'll find curious
recipes for cockney food (such as jellied 'iwz'), descriptions of London's 'lost
buildings', and lists of royal residences, famous markets and classic film scenes
featuring London landmarks. With humourous cartoon-style illustrations and amusing
captions and speech bubbles, 'London: A Very Peculiar History' tells the untold
tale of Britain's greatest tourist attraction, busiest commercial district and home
to the Royals.
THE PECULIAR LIFE OF SUNDAYS Aug 31 2022 From Augustine to Caesarius, through the
Reformation and the Puritan flight from England, down through the ages to
contemporary debates about Sunday worship, Miller explores the fascinating history
of the Sabbath.
The Peculiar Memories of Thomas Penman Mar 26 2022 The Peculiar Memories of Thomas
Penman is the acclaimed autobiographical debut novel by Oscar-winning screenwriter
Bruce Robinson, the author of Withnail and I. This is the story of a dysfunctional
family. It is about a boy and his grandpa, life and death, sex and hate, dog's meat
and cancer. It is also about pornography, enemas, Morse codes, puberty, secrets,
God and loathing. It is also about love.
The Peculiar Life of a Lonely Postman Nov 02 2022 Bilodo lives a solitary daily
life, routinely completing his post round every day and returning to his empty
Montreal apartment. But he has found a way to break the cycle - Bilodo has taken to
stealing people's mail, steaming open the envelopes and reading the letters inside.
And so it is he comes across Segolene's letters. She is corresponding with Gaston,
a master poet, and their letters are each composed of only three lines. They are
writing each other haikus. The simplicity and elegance of their poems move Bilado
and he begins to fall in love with her. But one day, out on his round, he witnesses
a terrible and tragic accident. Just as Gaston is walking up to the post-box to
mail his next haiku to Segolene, he is hit by a car and dies on the side of the
road. And so Bilodo makes an extraordinary decision - he will impersonate Gaston
and continue to write to Segolene under this guise. But how long can the deception
continue for?
The Peculiar Fate of Holly Banks Jun 16 2021 Following Holly's move east with her
husband and five-year-old daughter from Colorado to the fancy Village of Primm,
family dog Struggle begins digging up clues to a long-standing town mystery
involving a stolen astrolabe and the true borders of the town.
Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children Nov 09 2020 Read the #1 New York Times
best-selling series before it continues in A Map of Days. Bonus features • Q&A with
author Ransom Riggs • Eight pages of color stills from the film • Sneak preview of
Hollow City, the next novel in the series A mysterious island. An abandoned
orphanage. A strange collection of very curious photographs. It all waits to be
discovered in Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children, an unforgettable novel
that mixes fiction and photography in a thrilling reading experience. As our story
opens, a horrific family tragedy sets sixteen-year-old Jacob journeying to a remote
island off the coast of Wales, where he discovers the crumbling ruins of Miss
Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children. As Jacob explores its abandoned bedrooms
and hallways, it becomes clear that the children were more than just peculiar. They
may have been dangerous. They may have been quarantined on a deserted island for
good reason. And somehow—impossible though it seems—they may still be alive. A
spine-tingling fantasy illustrated with haunting vintage photography, Miss
Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children will delight adults, teens, and anyone who
relishes an adventure in the shadows. “A tense, moving, and wondrously strange

first novel. The photographs and text work together brilliantly to create an
unforgettable story.”—John Green, New York Times best-selling author of The Fault
in Our Stars “With its X-Men: First Class-meets-time-travel story line, David
Lynchian imagery, and rich, eerie detail, it’s no wonder Miss Peregrine’s Home for
Peculiar Children has been snapped up by Twentieth Century Fox. B+”—Entertainment
Weekly “‘Peculiar’ doesn’t even begin to cover it. Riggs’ chilling, wondrous novel
is already headed to the movies.”—People “You’ll love it if you want a good
thriller for the summer. It’s a mystery, and you’ll race to solve it before Jacob
figures it out for himself.”—Seventeen
The Whatnot Feb 10 2021 The thrilling sequel to Stefan Bachmann’s steampunk faery
fantasy THE PECULIAR. This is JONATHAN STRANGE AND MR NORRELL for kids, mixed with
a dash of THE BARTIMAEUS TRILOGY...
Peculiar Activities Feb 22 2022 Junior Detective Henry Ike Pierce is hired to
reassess cold-case killings. On the third day of his new job, a dismembered body
appears in a local park. The corpse's desecration is like slayings from over two
decades ago, and his boss assigns Henry to his first investigation. He must uncover
the present-day killer while his boss pushes him to resolve crimes from the past.
Henry seeks a killer within a community of rival ethnic groups, refugees from the
1990s Balkan wars. Rumors point to a killer called 'the hooded one.' As his
investigation unfolds, the young man from western Virginia's coal country discovers
that 'trust' has a flexible definition.
The Peculiar Life of a Lonely Postman Oct 01 2022 This short novel conjures up the
solitary daily life of Bilodo, a postman who shares his Montreal apartment with his
goldfish, Bill. As a result of his indiscretion (the steaming open of personal
correspondence), Bilodo becomes involved in an exchange of haiku between the woman
of his dreams, a Guadeloupean beauty, and Gaston Grandpre, an eccentric
intellectual whose mail Bilodo delivers. Around these events, Denis theriault
weaves a passionate tragicomic love story full of twists and turns, but also rich
in dazzling descriptions of lush, tropical landscapes and subtle evocations of the
sober, precise art of the haiku. All this takes place against the prosaic
background of a life deeply rooted in an unvarying routine.
Floating in a Most Peculiar Way Apr 14 2021 A gutting, gorgeous memoir of a panAfrican childhood that tracks the author's migrations from the short-lived African
nation known as Biafra, to Jamaica, to Los Angeles' harshest streets
Not on the Map Nov 29 2019 This book examines the unusual circumstances of de
facto states, countries which are not considered to be sovereign nations by the
international community.
Peculiar Ground Nov 21 2021 A Kirkus Best Book of 2018 "Unlike anything I’ve read.
With its broad scope and its intimacy and exactness, it cuts through the apparatus
of life to the vivid moment. Haunting and huge, and funny and sensuous. It’s
wonderful."—Tessa Hadley The Costa Award-winning author of The Pike makes her
literary fiction debut with an extraordinary historical novel in the spirit of Wolf
Hall and Atonement—a great English country house novel, spanning three centuries,
that explores surprisingly timely themes of immigration and exclusion. It is the
seventeenth century and a wall is being raised around Wychwood, transforming the
great house and its park into a private realm of ornamental lakes, grandiose
gardens, and majestic avenues designed by Mr. Norris, a visionary landscaper. In
this enclosed world everyone has something to hide after decades of civil war.
Dissenters shelter in the woods, lovers rendezvous in secret enclaves, and
outsiders—migrants fleeing the plague—find no mercy. Three centuries later, far
away in Berlin, another wall is raised, while at Wychwood, an erotic entanglement
over one sticky, languorous weekend in 1961 is overshadowed by news of historic
change. Young Nell, whose father manages the estate, grows up amid dramatic
upheavals as the great house is invaded: a pop festival by the lake, a television
crew in the dining room, a Great Storm brewing. In 1989, as the Cold War peters

out, a threat from a different kind of conflict reaches Wychwood’s walls. Lucy
Hughes-Hallett conjures an intricately structured, captivating story that explores
the lives of game keepers and witches, agitators and aristocrats; the exuberance of
young love and the pathos of aging; and the way those who try to wall others out
risk finding themselves walled in. With poignancy and grace, she illuminates a
place where past and present are inextricably linked by stories, legends, and
history—and by one patch of peculiar ground.
Mr. Boggle's Peculiar Day Jul 26 2019 Three episodes feature Mr. Boggle, whose
befuddled ways cause him and the reader many surprises, some of which can be viewed
through holes in the pages.
Tae Sung's Peculiar Life Aug 26 2019 Tae Sung has the power to defeat his best
friend's bully-he just doesn't know it yet. Tae Sung is soon to leave middle school
behind and enter high school. This whole new experience should be a chance to start
fresh, but unfortunately, Tae Sung is about to learn that sometimes things follow
us when we don't want them to. His best friend's bully isn't backing off in this
realistic fiction. When Tae Sung discovers an injured snake being tortured by
students and used as a gristly prop to torment his friend, he's quick to show the
creature mercy. His mercy comes at a cost; he discovers he has the ability to
connect the energy of living things like an electrical conduit. Is this a blessing
or a curse? With his grandfather's help, he learns to master this newfound ability
with every intention of using it to help his friend. Can he teach the bully a
lesson? Will he show compassion at the right time? This beautiful middle grade
story will teach empathy and what a gift it is to commune with nature and animals,
as well as protect those we love and care about.
Particularly Peculiar People Jul 06 2020 "B. Lynn knows two things about
ministers: they have schizophrenic personalities and they tend to flock around dead
people." In this collection of vignettes, B. Lynn makes many of such observations
as she muddles through life confounded by a world she views through a lens
distorted by the absurd.
The Peculiar Sex Life of Adolf Hitler Jul 18 2021 The Peculiar Sex Life of Adolf
HitlerChapter 1: Incest, violence, criminality & insanityIncestuous marriage;
savage beatings; impotent as a heterosexual; guilty of indecent assault; sending
his feces to the school principal; craving for a strong male; castration anxiety;
the rest of Hitler's family; insane cousin gassed to death; Jewish relativesChapter
2: Mother FixationMother's darling; Oedipus complex; seeing his parents having sex;
lying to his mother; racked with guilt; love and tenderness; poem to his
motherChapter 3: August KubizekNocturnal excursions; first girl crush; mentally
unbalanced; jealousy and arguments; young Hitler's sexuality; incest incarnate;
Brokeback Mountain?Chapter 4: Reinhold HanischDream factory; lover's quarrel;
pederasty and theft; Jewish advisers; Hitler's unknown male companion in
MunichChapter 5: Ernst SchmidtWW1; glorious meaning of a male community; sexual
bullying (or a small penis); guilty of pederastic practices with an officer; in
Munich with Schmidt; smear campaignChapter 6: Landsberg Love TriangleBisexual
bodyguards; casual gay lovers; only one testicle; my splendid Maurice; sex with
Rudolf Hess; Mein Kampf; increasing aspirationsChapter 7: "Brotherhood of
Poofs"Sexual perversion records destroyed; openly gay; getting rid of Queen Ernst
Roehm; whip in hand, Night of the Long Knives; new anti-gay laws; gay Nazis married
offChapter 8: Julius SchreckRubber bludgeons; Schreck as doppelganger; car lovers;
trysts at Hotel Bube; Hitler's fantasies come true; primitive and brutal; state
funeral for Fuhrer's chauffeur and loverChapter 9: Feminine characteristicsDr.
Jekyll and Mrs. Hyde; weeping like a baby; submissive, feminine role; chewing the
carpet; threats of suicideChapter 10: Physical profileHeight, weight and missing
testicle; hypnotic eyes; vegetarian diet & general health; heart attack;
Parkinson's diseaseChapter 11: Addictions & obsessionsObsession with syphilis; blowup sex dolls; bed compulsion; being attacked from behind; hypochondriac; insomniac;

master of the syringe; junkieChapter 12: The feminine massesHitler's views on
women; lashing himself into a frenzy; mother figures; royalty; fear of humiliation;
Movie stars; Leni Riefenstahl and Jenny Jugo; sex shows; pornography & art; myth of
the Aryan woman; fear of producing a cretin; underage Catholic girls; was Hitler a
pedophile?Chapter 13: Dark desiresSadomasochist; Hitler's whip; urine and feces;
coprophilia and undinism; degrading himself; back to his mother's wombChapter 14:
Suzi LiptauerMunich 1921; young maids and secretaries; attempted hanging; the
actress Pola Negri; hush money and marriage; Hitler's internal struggleChapter 15:
Maria ReiterHorse whipped; woodland fairy; suicide attempt; sex with a minor;
blackmail; sworn affidavit; one night of passion; sexual tastes too extremeChapter
16: Geli RaubalDoomed angel; more and more obsessive; virtual confinement; sex with
the chauffeur; sexual perversions; squatting over Hitler's face; pornographic
drawings; sexual confession; in love with a Jew; final argument; Bushido; gunshot
to the chest; was it suicide or Hitler's first murder?Chapter 17: Renate
MuellerMasochistic gratifications; begging for violent sex; torture techniques;
blacklisted; Jewish lover; Gestapo surveillance; addicted to morphine; confined in
a sanatorium; jumped to her deathChapter 18: Unity MitfordStalker; yearning for
sex; anti-Semite; orgies with SA and SS men; propaganda coup; Hitler's arousal;
necromancy; bullet in the brain; 9 years to dieChapter 19: Inge LeyMezzo-soprano;
turbulent marriage, constant pain; refuge in morphine; premature birth; bullet in
the brainChapter 20: Eva BraunWasted glamor, Eva's despair, two suicide attempts,
sex with other men, Fuhrer bunker Berlin, death by cyanide poisoningChapter 21:
Hitler's childrenOne son and nine grandchildren
A Most Peculiar Day Oct 28 2019 Oh no! The watering hole has dried out! Find out
what happens when a whole host of bad mannered jungle animals turn up in a little
boys back garden looking for water. A charming, funny, rhyming story sure to
delight and entertain a young audience and teach a lesson on taking turns, sharing
and good manners.
A Peculiar Combination Mar 14 2021 The first in the Electra McDonnell series from
Edgar-nominated author Ashley Weaver, set in England during World War II, A
Peculiar Combination is a delightful mystery filled with spies, murder, romance,
and the author's signature wit. “Filled with wry humor, tight suspense, and a
delightful cast of characters.”—Alyssa Maxwell, author of the Gilded Newport
mysteries FIRST RULE: DON’T LOSE YOUR CONCENTRATION. Electra McDonnell and her
family earn their living outside the law. Breaking into the homes of the rich and
picking the locks on their safes may not be condoned by British law enforcement,
but with World War II in full swing, Uncle Mick’s locksmith business just can’t pay
the bills anymore. SECOND RULE: DON’T MAKE MISTAKES. So when Uncle Mick receives a
tip about a safe full of jewels in an empty house, he and Ellie can’t resist. All
is going as planned—until the pair is caught red-handed. But instead of arresting
them, government official Major Ramsey has an offer: either Ellie agrees to help
him break into a safe and retrieve blueprints crucial to the British war effort, or
he turns her over to the police. THIRD RULE: DON’T GET CAUGHT. Ellie doesn’t care
for the major’s imperious manner, but she has no choice. However, when they break
into the house, they find the safe open and empty, and a German spy dead on the
floor. Soon, Ellie and Major Ramsey are forced to put aside their differences to
unmask the double agent, and stop Allied plans from falling into enemy hands.
A Peculiar Peril Jun 04 2020 A Peculiar Peril is a head-spinning epic about three
friends on a quest to protect the world from a threat as unknowable as it is
terrifying, from the Nebula Award–winning and New York Times bestselling author of
Annihilation, Jeff VanderMeer. Jonathan Lambshead stands to inherit his deceased
grandfather’s overstuffed mansion—a veritable cabinet of curiosities—once he and
two schoolmates catalog its contents. But the three soon discover that the house is
filled with far more than just oddities: It holds clues linking to an alt-Earth
called Aurora, where the notorious English occultist Aleister Crowley has stormed

back to life on a magic-fueled rampage across a surreal, through-the-looking-glass
version of Europe replete with talking animals (and vegetables). Swept into
encounters with allies more unpredictable than enemies, Jonathan pieces together
his destiny as a member of a secret society devoted to keeping our world separate
from Aurora. But as the ground shifts and allegiances change with every step, he
and his friends sink ever deeper into a deadly pursuit of the profound evil that is
also chasing after them.
A London Peculiar Jan 30 2020 London Peculiar introduces the reader to a vast
array of London's most bizarre, curious and intriguing sights. These quirky
peculiarities include buildings, objects, institutions and spaces. The history and
reason for being of each is examined in detail and all are illustrated with
contemporary images. Entertaining and informative, London Peculiar is arranged
according to district and includes: Jeremy Bentham's skeleton at University
College, London; George Washington's statue and his wish to never set foot on
British soil; Postman's Park and its memorials; St. Clement Danes - The church that
inspired the modern tiered wedding cake; London's only 'split' pub, divided across
two sides of an alley; The Duke of Welllington's mounting stones; The fake houses
of London; The Necropolis Railway (for coffins); A nightclub in a lavatory -- Rafe
Heydel-Mankoo
The Peculiar Tale of the Tentacle Boy Dec 11 2020 When Marina discovers a boy
called William with a head of tentacles and crab claws for hands, she resolves to
help him unravel the mystery of his past. But danger lurks among the fishmongers of
the seaside town of Merlington ...
The Peculiar May 28 2022 A brilliantly written steampunk faery fantasy by a
dazzling young talent, this is JONATHAN STRANGE AND MR NORRELL for kids, mixed with
a dash of THE BARTIMAEUS TRILOGY...
Peculiar Chris May 04 2020 "Funny, poignant, but always honest and thoughtprovoking, Peculiar Chris is a simple story about complex feelings. About coming of
age. About love. About life and death. With subtlety, lucidity and quiet courage,
Johann S. Lee weaves an intricate fabric of thoughts and emotions, and portrays a
human experience hitherto unexplored in Singapore fiction"--Back cover.
The Peculiar People Dec 23 2021 As the Civil War approaches, a quiet Quaker
community struggles to uphold its peaceful existence amidst bitter national debates
about slavery and the treatment of American Indians. (Historical Fiction)
A Disorder Peculiar to the Country Aug 19 2021 A National Book Award Finalist "The
best novel yet about 9/11.... A brilliant new comedy of manners, A Disorder
Peculiar to the Country is about the way a conflict takes on a logic and momentum
of its own." —Salon “Savagely hilarious.” —Elle Joyce and Marshall each think the
other is killed on September 11—and must swallow their disappointment when the
other arrives home. As their bitter divorce is further complicated by anthrax
scares, suicide bombs, and foreign wars, they suffer, in ways unexpectedly personal
and increasingly ludicrous, the many strange ravages of our time. In this
astonishing black comedy, Kalfus suggests how our nation’s public calamities have
encroached upon our most private illusions.
The Boy Who Belonged to the Sea Dec 31 2019
Tales of the Peculiar Jan 12 2021 *A new set of stories from the world of Miss
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children* In this collection of fairy tales, Ransom
Riggs invites you to uncover hidden legends of the peculiar world. A fork-tongued
princess, a girl who talks to ghosts, and wealthy cannibals who dine on the
discarded limbs of peculiars are just a few of the characters whose stories will
have you hooked. Featuring stunning illustrations from world-renowned artist Andrew
Davidson, this compelling, rich and truly peculiar anthology is the perfect gift
for fans - and for all lovers of great storytelling. See the movie! Miss
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children, directed by the visionary Tim Burton and
starring Judi Dench, Eva Green and Samuel L Jackson, will be released Summer 2016.

Praise for Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children: 'A tense, moving, and
wondrously strange first novel. The photographs and text work together brilliantly
to create an unforgettable story.' John Green, author of The Fault in Our Stars
Miss Peregrine's Peculiar Children Boxed Set Jun 28 2022 Together for the first
time--the #1 "New York Times" bestseller "Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar
Children" and its two sequels, "Hollow City " and "Library of Souls, " packaged in
a beautifully designed slipcase with a collectible postcard. Consumable.ble.
Regular People Apr 02 2020 Augustus John Cuthbert Hare (1834-1903) was a travel
writer, a story teller and memoirist of the first order, and his work is a record
of a lost way of life amongst the strangest upper classes of English society. This
volume is a condensation of the 6-volume autobiography was published between
1899-1903 in England.
The Postman's Fiancée Sep 27 2019 Twenty-two-year-old Tania has moved to Montreal
to study, fine-tune her French and fall in love. Finding work as a waitress in an
unpretentious down-town restaurant, she meets Bilodo, a shy postman who spends his
days perfecting his calligraphy and writing haiku. The two hit it off. But then one
stormy day their lives take a dramatic turn, and as their destinies become entwined
Tania and Bilodo are led into a world where nothing is as it seems. A charming
standalone work that reunites readers with the touching and much-loved characters
first found in The Peculiar Life of a Lonely Postman, The Postman’s Fiancée is an
enchanting, poignant and bittersweet love story that will move readers, young and
old alike.
That Peculiar Affirmative Jun 24 2019 Poems are social. They reach out, however
crookedly, to another person, however imperfectly imagined. And sometimes they not
only embody but enact those things that we might value in the other parts of our
social lives--kindness, for example, or joy--as well as the complications those
values entail. Looking closely at poems from Lucille Clifton, Elizabeth Bishop,
Gwendolyn Brooks, Terrance Hayes, Spencer Reece, Robert Pinsky, Claudia Rankine,
Jericho Brown, Patricia Lockwood, Ross Gay, Paisley Rekdal, Gabrielle Calvocoressi,
and many others, That Peculiar Affirmative tries to understand what it means for a
poem to be humble or humorous, decorous or confident, and what that tells us not
only about poems, but also about the larger world of social virtues, personal
vulnerabilities, and political problems that define so much of our time together
and apart.
The Peculiar Life of Sundays Oct 21 2021 From Augustine to Caesarius, through the
Reformation and the Puritan flight from England, down through the ages to
contemporary debates about Sunday worship, Miller explores the fascinating history
of the Sabbath.
The Peculiar Miracles of Antoinette Martin May 16 2021 In the spirit of Vanessa
Diffenbaugh’s The Language of Flowers--and with a touch of the magical--The
Peculiar Miracles of Antoinette Martin is a spellbinding debut about a wondrously
gifted child and the family that she helps to heal. Sisters Rose and Lily Martin
were inseparable when growing up on their family’s Kentucky flower farm yet became
distant as adults when Lily found herself unable to deal with the demands of Rose’s
unusual daughter. But when Rose becomes ill, Lily is forced to return to the farm
and to confront the fears that had driven her away. Rose’s daughter, ten-year-old
Antoinette, has a form of autism that requires constant care and attention. She has
never spoken a word, but she has a powerful gift that others would give anything to
harness--she can heal with her touch. She brings wilted flowers back to life, makes
a neighbor’s tremors disappear, and even changes the course of nature on the flower
farm. Antoinette’s gift, though, comes at a price, since each healing puts her own
life in jeopardy. As Rose--the center of her daughter’s life--struggles with her
own failing health and Lily confronts her anguished past, the sisters, and the men
who love them, come to realize the sacrifices that must be made to keep this very
special child safe. Written with great heart and a deep understanding of what it

feels like to be different, The Peculiar Miracles of Antoinette Martin is a novel
about what it means to be family and about the lengths to which people will go to
protect the ones they love. “This is the kind of book that invites you home, sits
you down at the kitchen table, and feeds you something delicious and homemade. You
will want to stay in this world where new relationships bloom out of broken ones,
sisters find one another again, and miracles really do occur.” —Tiffany Baker
The Peculiar Pig Oct 09 2020 * "An excellent, gently told addition to antibullying, adoption, and individuality storytimes."--Kirkus Reviews, starred review
There was a different sort of piglet in the pigpen one cool spring morning. That
"different" one is named Penny, and she's really not a piglet at all . . . she's a
puppy. A puppy who gets longer and longer as her piglet siblings get bigger and
bigger. Penny doesn't understand why she's different--she only knows that Mama Pig
loves her just the same as the rest of the litter. Penny's siblings are baffled by
her peculiar behavior--like digging with her paws instead of her snout, and
especially her loud, sharp oink. Good thing Penny likes all the sounds she can
make, and when danger strikes and her peculiarities prove to be strengths, the
piglets see that sometimes it's good to be a little different!
Funny, Peculiar Sep 19 2021 Benny Hill`s saucy smirks at underdressed women are
relished the world over. Yet the comedian cut an unlikely figure of global
admiration: unmarried and emotionally enfeebled in his few relationships, he was a
deeply private individual uninterested in the trappings of success, a frugal man
content to live in his humble childhood home flooded, freezing and burgled while
his building society account bulged with millions of pounds he didn`t use and
hadn`t wanted to earn. Funny, Peculiar is the first objective and full account of
Benny Hill`s life and work. Tenaciously researched and yet sensitively reported, it
charts the highs, lows and many paradoxes of a man whose professional strengthsobservation, impression and mime-bought him unimagined success, and whose weakness,
especially an inability to change, fashioned his ultimate downfall. - First indepth biography since Benny`s death in April 1992. - A return to favour with
audiences who are jaded with `alternative comedy`. - Existing biographies are
unreliable, lightweight and out of date. - Benny has been screened in 109
countries, and enjoyed for over 50 years
A Peculiar Grace Jul 30 2022 The acclaimed author’s “transcendent story about the
healing power of love and art” set in the New England woods—“magisterial and . . .
beautifully written” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). Hewitt Pearce lives alone
in his Vermont family home, producing custom ironwork and safeguarding a small
collection of art his late father left behind. When Jessica, a troubled young
vagabond, washes up in his backwoods one morning, Hewitt’s hermetic existence is
challenged. As he gradually uncovers Jessica’s secrets and reestablishes contact
with Emily, a woman he thought he had lost twenty years before, Hewitt must
confront his own dark history and rediscover how much he craves human connection.
Rendered in prose that is “lustrous—rich in supple dialogue and finely patterned
imagery,” A Peculiar Grace is a remarkable achievement by one of our finest
authors, an insightful portrait of family secrets, and a rich tapestry filled with
characters who have learned to survive by giving shape to their losses (Booklist).
“Echoing the rhapsodic specificity and gravitas of Steinbeck and Kent Haruf, Lent
has constructed a resolute tale of paradise lost and found.” —Booklist, starred
review “Jeffrey Lent has quietly created some of the finest novels of our new
century.” —Ron Rash “Jeffrey Lent builds characters and their world like a painter
layering his canvas, telling his story but substantiating it with color and light.”
—Tim Pears “Sentence by sentence rural New England comes alive, and Lent’s language
draws you in like a clear stream in summer.” —Tim Gautreaux
Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children: The Graphic Novel Jan 24 2022 When
Jacob Portman was a boy, his grandfather regaled him with stories of his fantastic
life at Miss Peregrine's home during the Second World War, even sharing photos of

the remarkable children with whom he resided. As Jacob grew up, though, he decided
that these photos were obvious fakes, simple forgeries designed to stir up his
youthful imagination. Or were they...? Following his grandfather's death - a scene
Jacob literally couldn't believe with his own eyes - the sixteen-year-old boy
embarks on a mission to disentangle fact from fiction in his grandfather's tall
tales. But even his grandfather's elaborate yarns couldn't prepare Jacob for the
eccentricities he will discover at Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children!
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